**SHEPARD’S® GRAPHICAL ON LEXIS ADVANCE®**

Find better arguments and more recent decisions to support your case.

Every attorney understands how critical it is to cite good law. *Shepard’s*® Citations Service gives you comprehensive editorial analysis including case history and an array of case outcomes to help ensure your authorities are good law. You can be confident you are building a stronger case.

*Shepard’s* Graphical, a Lexis Advance® exclusive, enables you to see the history of citing decisions in an easy visual map or grid format.

**APPELLATE HISTORY MAP VIEW**
The map view provides a virtually instantaneous picture of a case’s history.

The Appellate History map visually depicts the appellate chain of your case (prior and subsequent appellate history). You can zoom in for more detailed viewing or trace the direct path between a subsequent event back to your Shepardized™ case.
CITING DECISIONS VIEW
Before you even read through the list of citing references, examine a full view of Shepard's treatments for your case with the Shepard's Citing Decisions grid—an exclusive Lexis Advance feature.

**Analysis by Court** gives you a breakdown of how each court has treated a case. This bird's-eye view helps make it easy to spot splits of authority.

*In the Citing Decisions grid view, you can see Analysis by Court or Analysis by Date. With either option, you get one consolidated view of the treatments for your case.*

**Analysis by Date** shows yearly treatment of a case. This view helps you determine if the case may have been treated negatively at one point, but has been relied on since then.

*Analysis by Date also helps you identify potential splits of authority. In this example, you can see a case was treated negatively in 1994, but subsequently treated positively in 1995 and 1996.*

For more information visit [LEXISNEXIS.COM/SHEPARDS](http://LEXISNEXIS.COM/SHEPARDS)

Contact your LexisNexis® representative or call 888.253.3901